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Measurements of early time radiation asymmetry in vacuum and methane-filledHohlraums
with the reemission ball technique

G. R. Magelssen, N. D. Delamater, E. L. Lindman, and A. A. Hauer
Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, New Mexico 87544

~Received 12 November 1996; revised 15 September 1997!

In a previous paper@Phys. Rev. E53, 5240 ~1996!#, we presented experimental results of a technique for
measuring time resolved symmetry in vacuumHohlraumsirradiated with the laser beams from the NOVA
laser located at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. The experimental method involved x-ray imaging a
high-Z ball placed in the center of a laser irradiated vacuumHohlraum. The signal from the high-Z ball was
measured along theHohlraum axis, and compared with calculations. In this paper, using this experimental
technique, we present time-dependent reemission measurements and calculations of the drive symmetry in
vacuum and methane-filledHohlraumsfor a shaped laser pulse. We also present a method for determining the
time dependence of the radiation flux from the measured reemission signal ratios, and do a modal analysis to
determine the values of the dominant Legendre components.@S1063-651X~98!06304-1#

PACS number~s!: 52.25.2b
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I. INTRODUCTION

Understanding and controlling symmetry in indirect dri
is critical to achieving the high convergence ratios nee
for significant gain from capsule implosions@1–5#. Over the
last few years much effort and progress has been mad
measuring and understanding symmetry withinHohlraums
@6,7#. By imaging the compressed cores of imploded c
sules, time integrated estimates of the symmetry have b
made in vacuum as well as methane-filledHohlraums. This
technique has been applied in a couple of different ways.
first method that will be referred to as the ‘‘standard ca
sule’’ technique uses a NOVA plastic~CH! capsule which
has a shell thickness of 55mm and an inner radius of 22
mm. The capsule fill pressure is 50 atm of deuterium, a
1/10 atm of argon. The imploded core image is the resul
the symmetry occurring throughout the capsule implosion
time of 2.2 and 2.5 ns for the shaped laser pulse use
many experiments. It is a time integrated image@8–11#. The
second method, that will be referred to as the ‘‘symme
capsule’’ technique, uses earlier time sampling by thinn
the capsule shell to create an implosion at an earlier ti
Typically, the shell thickness is about 20mm. The deuterium
pressure inside the shell is about 6 atm to maintain a con
gence ratio~initial to final capsule radius! of about 8, the
same as a standard capsule. Also, the argon pressure is
1 atm to achieve a good x-ray signal. Because the implos
occurs at an earlier time, the imploded core image is a m
sure of the symmetry integrated over this reduced implos
time period. This has resulted in measurements of the t
integrated symmetry for the first ns of the PS22 laser pu
~Fig. 1!, a 1:3 power ratio laser pulse@12#.

Two other methods use the motion of specific emiss
regions to study symmetry. One method looks directly at
laser spot emission in low energy x rays by observ
through a large slit in theHohlraumwall. Symmetry is stud-
ied by tracking the motion of the laser emission region
three different x-ray energy channels@13#. The other method
images laser spot emission through a two micron goldHohl-
571063-651X/98/57~4!/4663~10!/$15.00
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raumwall with a 100–150-mm outer CH layer. Symmetry is
studied by measuring the motion of the x rays from the
x-ray ring created by the laser spots@14#. For this paper this
method will be referred to as the ‘‘thin-wall hohlraum’’ tech
nique.

Another method that uses x-ray backlighting places
foam ball in the capsule location inside of theHohlraum.
Measurements of the location of the shock front are mad
a function of time. This is done by backlighting the ball wi
an appropriate x-ray spectrum as the foam ball implod
The measured distortion in the shock front is used to in
the asymmetry@15#.

In this paper, we present results using the reemission te
nique to obtain drive symmetry measurements in vacu
and methane-filledHohlraumsat NOVA. The experimental
technique involves imaging a Bi ball placed in the center
a laser irradiatedHohlraum. As described in our earlier pape

FIG. 1. A typical PS22 laser power pulse is depicted. Al
shown are radiation temperature profiles for vacuum and meth
filled Hohlraumsthat were irradiated with a PS22 laser pulse. T
measurements are forHohlraumswithout a capsule which is the
typical method for making these measurements.
4663 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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4664 57MAGELSSEN, DELAMATER, LINDMAN, AND HAUER
@1#, after about 1 ns; the gold plasma blowoff from theHohl-
raumwall collides with the bismuth plasma from the reem
sion ball. This collision causes x-ray emission from the b
region. Because this emission is not directly related to
x-ray flux incident on the ball, the method is limited to me
suring symmetry at early time, and for this paper to tim
less than 1 ns. Measurements and calculations of the
~along theHohlraum axis! to equator~perpendicular to the
Hohlraum axis! signal ratio in vacuum and methane-fille
Hohlraumswill be presented. We also present a method
determining the time dependence of the radiation flux fr
the measured signal ratios, and do a Legendre modal ana
to find the time dependence of theP1, P2, andP3 Legendre
moments. For this paper, the polar and equatorial axes
defined to be along and perpendicular to theHohlraumaxis,
respectively.

II. EXPERIMENTAL CONCEPT AND DESIGN

The reemission ball is a nonimploding solid bismuth b
positioned at the center of aHohlraum. The ball is placed at
the initial position of a typical imploding capsule, an
samples the drive pattern at this location. The ball reem
thermal radiation under the influence of the radiation drive
the Hohlraum. The radiation symmetry at the ball is studie
by imaging this thermal radiation reemitted from the b
muth. In a previous paper@1#, we addressed many of th
issues related to the reemission ball concept. For exam
issues such as appropriate filtering, fluorescence, timing l
tations, Hohlraum environment and plasma filling, targe
mounting mechanism, LTE~local thermodynamic equilib-
rium! versus NLTE~nonlocal thermodynamic equilibrium!,
and simple theoretical-experimental comparisons were
amined. These feasibility experiments were done with a 1
flattop laser pulse that generated aHohlraum radiation tem-
perature above 200 eV for all but the first 200–300 ps. Th
experiments were done with a web mounting mechanism
holding the Bi ball.

In this paper we show that the technique can be used
lower temperatureHohlraum environment in both vacuum
and methane-filledHohlraums, and provides early time drive
symmetry measurements not available with other metho
The experimental results presented used the shaped
pulse, PS22, with a foot-to-peak power ratio of 1:3@2#. Our
measurements occurred during the foot of this pulse wh
theHohlraumradiation temperature varied from a 100 to 1
eV over a 1-ns duration. Because of difficulties with the w
mounting mechanism it was replaced with a 7mm diameter
carbon stalk that was attached to the innerHohlraumwall. It
was positioned so as not to interfere with our measurem
of the ball signal seen perpendicular to theHohlraum axis.
The carbon stalk was used for all the experiments presen

An example of the methane-filledHohlraum target con-
figuration used in our experiments is shown in Fig. 2. T
Hohlraum length varied from 2400 to 2800mm, and had a
800-mm radius. The laser entrance holes had a 600-mm ra-
dius, and theHohlraum walls were 25mm thick. On each
side of theHohlraum, five laser beams entered theHohlraum
through the entrance holes and created a five spot ring
tern on theHohlraumwalls. The reemission ball was place
in the center of theHohlraum, replacing the standard
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550-mm diameter plastic capsule. The ball was solid bism
275–320mm in diameter. The diagnostic hole viewing pe
pendicular to theHohlraumaxis was 700mm in diameter to
allow a good image of the bismuth ball for at least 1 ns. T
emission from laser spots, the most intense source of x
above a keV inside theHohlraum, can interfere with the ball
image. To eliminate the laser spot problem, a 800-mm diam-
eter hole was placed opposite the 700-mm viewing port. In
the methane-filledHohlraums, the laser entrance holes an
diagnostic ports were covered with 0.35mm of polyimide, a
plasticlike material, and theHohlraumswere filled with 1
atm of methane shortly before~a few minutes to a half hour!
they were shot. As in our previous experiments, we use
150-mm Be filter which gives a transmission peak betwee
and 3 keV. The lasers were pointed so that the center p
where the five NOVA laser beams crossed was located a
the Hohlraumaxis at the laser entrance hole.

Previous experiments used a beam imbalance along
polar axis to address the methods potential for measu
symmetry. For example, five beams on one side were gi
higher power than those on the other. The beam imbala
caused a measurableP1 Legendre mode from the bismut
ball. Measurements with typical time-gated images and t
oretical comparisons were presented in our previous pa
@1#. The experiments presented here concentrate on the p
to-equator asymmetry, aP2 Legendre mode. As demon
strated in implosion experiments@6–7#, moving the five
beam laser bundles along theHohlraum axis changes the
drive on the capsule from pole hot~beams outward near th
laser entrance holes! to equator hot~beams inward near the
capsule!. When the laser beams all cross at the laser entra
hole, this symmetry control can also be achieved by cha
ing theHohlraumlength@2#. For example, for vacuumHohl-
raums like the ones used in our experiments, aHohlraum
length of 2800mm creates a pole hot drive, while a length
2400 mm creates an equator hot drive. For the experime
presented, the latter technique is used. TheHohlraum length
was varied from 2400 to 2800mm. To achieve more accurat
measurements of the pole-to-equator symmetry, restrict
were placed on the beam-to-beam energy balance and o
power balance. The beam-to-beam energy rms was less
5%. The laser power balance during the foot was about 1
rms, and during the peak about 5% rms.

As in previous experiments@1#, the x-ray image of the
ball was measured using the gated x-ray imager~GXI! de-
veloped at Los Alamos@16–18#. The GXI is a gated micro-
channel plate, multiple pinhole camera with both time a
space resolution. The gating of the microchannel plate p

FIG. 2. Target configuration for gas-filledHohlraum. Time
gated x-ray imagers look both perpendicular to~through the diag-
nostic holes! and along~through the laser entrance holes! theHohl-
raumaxis. The diagnostic and laser entrance holes are covered
0.35 mm of polyimide, and theHohlraum is filled with 1 atm of
methane.
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FIG. 3. Typical polar and equatorial 50-mm-wide linescans for a reemission ball.
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duces a series of snapshot frames of about 80-ps dura
For our shots the temporal resolution was about 80 ps,
time gate for GXI, and the spatial resolution was about
mm. The x-ray pinholes were 20mm in diameter. The GXI
camera was pointed perpendicular to theHohlraumaxis, and
viewed through the 700-mm-diameter diagnostic hole.

The Hohlraum was illuminated with the ten NOVA
beams using the PS22 laser pulse with 25–28 kJ of la
energy. Time resolved x-ray images of the ball in the dire
tion perpendicular to theHohlraumaxis were obtained from
the GXI data. The images were analyzed using the d
analysis codePDSSHRINK@19#. The raw film density data was
converted to exposure using a calibrated wedge. The im
in exposure units was then filtered by a median filter
eliminate noise spikes introduced from the microchan
plate in the GXI. By taking polar and equatorial linesca
through the center of each image, the pole-to-equator sig
ratio was obtained and was plotted as a function of tim
Furthermore, by taking azimuthal linescans, about 50mm in
width along the edge of the Bi ball, a Legendre analysis
the time dependence ofP1, P2, andP4 was done.

III. THEORETICAL MODELING

As in our previous paper two-dimensional~2D! LASNEX

@20# was used to study the relationship between the reemi
image from the ball and the incident radiation flux. The fo
lowing calculations were not used to compare directly
experimentally measured signals. More detailed calculati
will be described later. The calculations described in t
section included only the bismuth ball, a vacuum region s
rounding the ball, and a boundary. As in our earlier wo
NLTE radiation physics was used for the ball. A consta
pole-to-equator radiation flux asymmetry, aP2 mode, was
applied at the boundary. The ball’s emitted radiation a
hydrodynamics were studied as a function of time for diffe
ent constant values of the radiation source.

With these calculations we address three important iss
n.
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related to the emitted signal. They are the signal’s uniq
ness, temperature, and spectral dependence. We show t
constant radiationP2 flux asymmetry gives rise to a uniqu
emitted signal. We illustrate how the emitted signal depen
on the incident radiation temperature. We determine that
emitted signal can be represented by a blackbody radia
emitter.

We process our calculations by a method analogous to
technique used to process the experimental data. The
step is to post process theLASNEX calculations. The post
processor uses a sequence of snapshots, typically 10–2
apart, from aLASNEX calculation. For each snapshot the po
processor does a detailed ray-trace radiation transport ca
lation from the ball to a specified detector. Experimental
the x-ray camera has an exposure time~gate time! and a
filter. For example, our experimental camera has an 80
gate time and a 150-mm Be filter. For our calculations, we
used a 100-ps gate time and a flat filter that allowed
photons above 2 keV to produce the image. This filter ga
about the same result as the experimental one. Polar
equatorial linescans about 50mm wide were used to monitor
the emitted radiation. Figure 3 gives an example of a typi
polar and equatorial linescan. Notice that the linescans p
in intensity near the edge of the ball. This effect is due
limb brightening. The difference in the peak equatorial a
polar signals is indicative of the amount ofP2 mode asym-
metry. We use the ratio of these two peaks to monitor
asymmetry.

To study the uniqueness of the signal for a given incide
P2 flux asymmetry, we used an average constant value
125 eV for the temperature source. The source was
quency dependent and came from aLASNEX calculation. Us-
ing the method described above, the pole-to-equator sig
ratio was calculated as a function of time for different sour
asymmetries. We found that after a 100 ps the signal ra
was constant to within a couple of percent for 1 ns. F
example, at an average temperature of 125 eV and aP2
source asymmetry of 5%, 10%, and 15%~pole hot!, the pole-
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to-equator signal ratio was constant and equal to 1.25,
and 1.8, respectively. During the first 100 ps the albedo
the bismuth changes rapidly, and typically gives a hig
signal than the value that follows. As a result, interpretat
of the symmetry from the ball signal is difficult during th
time.

To understand the temperature effect on the signal,
PS22 laser source was used. This source was frequency
time dependent. It was created by doing a 2DLASNEX Hohl-
raumcalculation without the ball with 25 kJ of laser energ
An example of this laser profile is shown in Fig. 1. A co
stant 10%P2 ~pole hot! asymmetry was used for the sourc
The calculated signal ratio was again processed using
experimental technique described above. Ignoring the
100 ps, we found that the signal ratio was not constant.
signal ratio does depend on theHohlraumradiation tempera-
ture. At an early time when the temperature was 100 eV,
signal ratio was 1.6. At a later time when the temperat
was 160 eV, the signal ratio was 1.35.

Because it was a small effect for the radiation profi
used in our previous work, we ignored signal ratio chan
due to radiation temperature changes. However, as we
just shown, the emitted signal ratio from the Bi ball do
depend on the radiation temperature. If we assume tha
Bi ball emits like a blackbody radiator we can estima
changes in the emitted flux from changes in theHohlraum
radiation temperature. Consider theLASNEX calculation de-
scribed above. Assume that at early time that the ball ha
average temperature of 100 eV and aP2-like temperature
gradient. Using the blackbody energy spectrum, we can
culate the energy emitted above 2 keV for different ball te
peratures centered about 100 eV. For example, if the p
had a temperature of 102.4 and the equator a 100 eV,
pole-to-equator difference in photon energy emitted is 10
The ratio of energy emitted at 102.4, and at 100 eV is 1.6
a 2-keV flat filter. At a 160-eV and 10% flux difference, th
signal ratio is 1.35. These values agree with the calculat
described above.

Many other calculations were done to connect emit
signal ratios with incident radiation temperature. We fou
that a constantHohlraum temperature andP2 flux asymme-
try resulted in a unique signal from the ball. Furthermore,
found that the incident flux and emitted flux can be rela
by assuming the Bi ball emits as a blackbody.

Assuming the bismuth ball is a blackbody emitter, we c
relate incident flux asymmetry to emitted signal ratios. F
ure 4 shows this relationship. The relationships shown
only valid for a 2-keV flat filter. Since the amount of photo
energy and spectrum seen by the camera depends on
filter, one might expect that the signal ratio depends on
filter. This is indeed the situation. For the 100-eV exam
above, a 3-keV filter would result in a signal ratio grea
than 2 not the 1.6 value given by the 2-keV flat filter. T
2-keV filter is equivalent to the 150-mm Be filter used in our
experiments. As a result, the relationships depicted in Fi
are valid for our experiments. We will illustrate how we u
the experimental signal ratios to calculate the radiation fl
in Sec. V.

Because the laser and temperature profiles depicte
Fig. 1 will be used in Sec. V they merit further discussio
Although detailed comparisons were not made, our ca
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lated radiation profiles are consistent with the measu
vacuum and methane profiles shown in Fig. 1. These m
surements were made forHohlraumswithout a capsule@21#
under conditions similar to those of our experiments. Su
et al. made detailed comparisons between these meas
ments andLASNEX calculations, and found good agreeme
@22#. Notice that we have ignored the effect of the ball on t
radiation profile. Theoretically, we expect the capsule
have a small effect on the radiation profile, typically abou
5–10-eV drop in radiation temperature throughout time. T
is because most of the radiation energy loss occurs f
absorption into theHohlraum walls and from loss through
the laser entrance holes and diagnostic holes. Diagnostic
losses are included in all of our calculations. For a discuss
of Hohlraumenergetics and the effect of the capsule, see
papers by Rosen@23,24#.

As was discussed earlier, to measure the x-ray emis
from the Bi ball requires diagnostic holes in the sides of
Hohlraum. In a previous paper@25,26#, we presented result
of the diagnostic hole effect. Here we briefly review tho
results. SinceLASNEX is a two-dimensional code, a com
pletely integratedHohlraum calculation with diagnostic
holes is not possible withLASNEX. Consequently, to study
this effect we used a three-dimensional radiation transp
view factor code. The calculations were totally integrat
includingHohlraum, Bi ball, laser entrance holes, diagnost
holes, and radiation emission from each of the ten la
spots. No hydrodynamic motion was allowed. However,
curate time-dependent albedos of theHohlraumwalls and Bi
ball were used. These calculations suggested that no me
able effect would occur in our experiments for the symme
measurements we would make perpendicular to theHohl-
raumaxis. The calculations were accurate to the few perc
level, but, of course, do not have the effects of plasma m
tion.

FIG. 4. Calculated relationship among radiation temperatu
symmetry, and signal ratios for a filter that allows all x-rays abo
2 keV to create the signal. This filter was equivalent to the 150-mm
Be filter used in our experiments. The signal ratios were determi
using a LTE radiation source. The four plotted curves represent
10%, 15%, and 20% radiation flux asymmetries.
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IV. THEORETICAL-EXPERIMENTAL
COMPARISON USING SIGNAL RATIOS

A. Approach

In our previous paper we studied asymmetries along
polar axis, and made detailed comparisons between calc
tions and experimentally observed pole-to-pole signal rat
Here we study the pole-to-equator signal ratios. Linescan
mm in width were taken along the polar and equatorial ax
Examples are shown in Fig. 3. If there is a power imbala
along the polar axis, the peak signal on one side will
higher than the other. This is illustrated in Fig. 5. For th
situation we took the peak average. Also, sometimes th
were small differences in the peaks in the equatorial dir
tion. Again the average peak value was used. For the re
presented, the peak differences were small, less than 10

Our theoretical approach was to use 2D fully integra
LASNEX calculations to compare with experimental resu
These calculations included laser interaction with theHohl-
raumwalls, hydrodynamic motion of the walls and ball, an
radiation emission and absorption everywhere within
Hohlraum. Two differentSESAME equations of state@27# for
gold were used and gave identical results. NLTE radiat
atomic physics@28# was used for the wall and for the bal
using the average atom atomic physics package inLASNEX.
To determine the effect of NLTE emission from the ba
integrated calculations with theHohlraum walls NLTE and
the ball LTE were also done. The calculated ball sign
were the same for NLTE and LTE radiation physics.
obtain an image to compare with experimental results,
LASNEX results were post processed. The post proces
was the same as described in Sec. III. The detector for
calculations had a filter equivalent to 150mm of Be, the filter
used in the experiment. In the Secs. IV B and IV C, we w
refer to a laser pointing that is related to a particularHohl-
raum length. For reference, laser pointings of 1175, 12
1325, and 1375mm are related toHohlraumlengths of 2400,
2600, 2700, and 2800mm, respectively.

B. Vacuum Hohlraum results

Our first experimental data of the pole-to-equator sig
ratio from vacuumHohlraumswere done with a web mount

FIG. 5. Example of a polar linescan created by a pole-to-p
beam imbalance.
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ing mechanism for holding the bismuth ball@1#. The web
interfered with our measurement of the pole-to-equator s
nal. To avoid this problem, the web was replaced with
7-mm C stalk oriented so as not to obscure the ball ima
through the diagnostic hole. All of the experimenta
theoretical comparisons shown are with the stalkHohlraum
targets. The experimental gate time for all our measurem
was 80 ps and there were 16 frames per shot covering a
1 ns of time. Because of difficulties aligning the Bi ball wit
the diagnostic holes and because of camera problems,
cally 10–12 frames gave useful data.

To test for reproducibility, two consecutive similar sho
were fired on the NOVA laser. The laser power profile a
spot positions were duplicated as well as was possible.
pole-to-equator signal ratios for these two shots are show
Fig. 6. There were slight differences in the polar beam b
ance on these shots, and this may have caused the s
differences in the time dependence of the signal ratios
comparison with calculations is given in Fig. 7. The las
pointing for this experiment was 1325mm. We show two

e

FIG. 6. Pole-to-equator signal ratios for two successive NO
shots at a laser pointing of 1325mm ~vacuumHohlraumswith a
length of 2700mm!. The frame gate was 80 ps and the linescans
mm in width.

FIG. 7. Comparison between experimental and theoretical p
to-equator signal ratios for the 1325-mm laser pointing~vacuum
Hohlraumwith a length of 2700mm!. Two calculations are shown
One had aHohlraumlength of 2700mm, the other a length of 2800
mm. Each experimental point had a 80-ps time interval and 50-mm
width linescans were used.
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calculations, one at a pointing of 1325mm and the other a
1375mm. The calculation with a pointing of 1375mm tends
to agree more closely with the data, although both agree
for most of the time period. For precision NOVA measur
ments, the laser condition used in our experiments, it is
lieved that the pointing accuracy for the NOVA beams
about 30mm. Thus this difference may be due to the poin
ing accuracy of the NOVA beams. The pole hot result at
1325 pointing is in agreement with core imaging symme
experiments done with the ‘‘standard capsule’’ and ‘‘sy
metry capsule’’ techniques@6#.

Our other comparison is at an inward laser pointing, 11
mm, that should result in a equator hot asymmetry. A co
parison between experiment and theory is given in Fig
Again, there is close agreement between calculation and
periment. The pole-to-equator ratio is less than 1~equator
hot! over the first 800 ps. This result is consistent w
‘‘standard capsule’’ symmetry core imaging@6,12#.

These results can best be understood by studying the
fect of the placement of the laser spots, by consider
changes in the wall albedos and by studying plasma fl
within theHohlraum. The symmetry on the ball can be mad
uniform at early time by the proper placement of the la
spots that create approximate rings on opposite sides o
Hohlraum@6,8#. With the proper location, the radiation from
the rings will compensate for the nonradiating areas crea
by the laser entrance holes~LEH’s!. Early in time, before the
walls have heated to any great extent, the contrast in t
perature between the laser heated wall region and the o
wall regions is large. If the laser ring position does not co
pensate for the LEH, this large contrast will give rise to lar
asymmetries. As a result, if the pointing is too far outwa
the situation in Fig. 7, the asymmetry at early time
strongly pole hot~signal ratio greater than 1!. On the other
hand, if the pointing is too far inward~Fig. 8!, it is strongly
equator hot~a signal ratio less than 1!. At intermediate times,
radiation transport reduces the contrast between the wall
laser hot ring and the asymmetry is reduced~signal ratios
tend toward 1!. At still later times, the wall plasma flow
tends to move the laser rings toward the LEH, and the s
metry becomes more pole hot. Also, the wall plasma beg
to collide with the bismuth plasma from the ball. This col

FIG. 8. Comparison between experimental and theoretical p
to-equator signal ratios for a 1175mm laser pointing~vacuumHohl-
raum with a length of 2400mm!. Each experimental point had
80-ps time interval, and 50-mm width linescans were used.
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sion tends to affect the pole more than the equator for
Hohlraum lengths we have considered, lengths on the or
of or greater than 2400mm. The result is an artificially large
signal ratio that is not related to radiation symmetry.

C. Methane-filled Hohlraum results

In order to reduce the laser spot motion due to plas
wall blowoff and, therefore, better control symmetry insi
Hohlraums, the National Ignition Facility target designs hav
the cavity filled with a gas@29#. The gas acts to tamp th
plasma blowoff. To understand the effect of the gas and
windows needed to contain the gas, a series of tim
integrated symmetry shots on the NOVA laser were und
taken. Both methane- and propane-filledHohlraums have
been studied. These experiments were done with the P
laser pulse. Core imaging of implosions using the ‘‘stand
capsule’’ technique indicate a symmetry shift from t
vacuum results@4,7,9# The data suggest a laser spot moti
shift of about 150mm toward the LEH. Similar core imaging

FIG. 9. Calculated difference between pole-to-equator signa
tios for vacuum and methane-filledHohlraums~Hohlraum length
was 2600mm!.

FIG. 10. Comparison between calculated and experimental p
to-equator signal ratios for a methane-filledHohlraum at a laser
pointing of 1275mm ~Hohlraum length was 2600mm!. The time
interval for each circle was 80 ps and the linescans were 50mm in
width.
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using the ‘‘symmetry capsule’’ technique also suggest
shift toward the LEH. In this case the shift is about 90mm
@30#.

To understand the time-dependent symmetry better,
have conducted a series of reemission ball experiment
methane-filled hohlraums. The PS22 laser pulse was u
An example of the calculational symmetry difference b
tween vacuum and methane-filledHohlraumsat a pointing
of 1275 mm is shown in Fig. 9. The gas-filled calculatio
gives a slightly higher pole hot result for all time. A com
parison between experiment and theory of the pole
equator symmetry at a pointing of 1275mm is displayed in
Fig. 10. One can see that calculation and experiment do
agree. In fact, the disagreement is quite large. The exp
ment shows a stronger pole hot asymmetry early in tim
Figure 11 gives the comparison at an 1175-mm pointing.
Again, the disagreement is large, and indicates a strong l
shift toward the LEH~pole hot!. These experimental result
are in agreement with ‘‘symmetry capsule’’ core imagi
results @30#, and ‘‘thin-wall Hohlraum’’ data of laser spot
position @11#.

A theory has been proposed to account for this obser
‘‘beam deflection’’ effect as being due to transverse plas
flow in the presence of filamentation or beam aberrations
to hot spots in the laser beam@31,32#. The effect requires
both filamentation in the plasma directly heated by the la
beam and plasma material flowing at sonic velocities out
laser entrance hole transverse to the laser beam. Hot spo
the laser beams entering theHohlraumcreate density depres
sions or wells in the heated plasma regions. These den
wells in the filamenting plasma cause an enhanced refrac
effect which deflects the laser beam toward the laser entra
hole. This plasma physics effect is not currently in our mo
eling codes, and limits our ability to successfully mod
these gas-filledHohlraumexperiments.

Assuming that the observed shift in symmetry is the res
of beam deflection, a series of calculations was performe
try to reproduce the observed reemission ball experime
data. Because we are not aware of any calculations that
accurately predict the beam deflection for a typical u
smoothed NOVA beam profile, our calculations were n
guided by theory. However, we were guided by ‘‘thin wa
Hohlraum’’ imaging data@14# that suggests a 100-mm shift
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during the first 500 ps of a PS22 laser pulse and by ‘‘sy
metry capsule’’ core imaging data that also suggests abo
100-mm shift during the first ns. For Nova measurements,
laser beams come into theHohlraumat an angle 50° to the
Hohlraum axis. An angular beam shift from 50° to 58°
about a 100-mm shift in the laser beam position on theHohl-
raum wall. The fully integratedLASNEX calculations were
done with all the physics used in previous calculations,
cept that the laser beam angle to theHohlraum axis which
would be 50° without beam deflection was allowed to vary
time. Our best calculational fit to the experimental data a
pointing of 1275mm is shown in Fig. 12. To obtain this
result the beam laser rings were moved every 100 ps ove
first 500 ps, and then did not move for the rest of the cal
lation. The angle of the laser ring was 50°~0–100 ps!, 52°
~101–200 ps!, 57° ~201–300 ps!, 58° ~301–400 ps!, 56.5°
~401–500 ps!, and 50° thereafter. This suggests that the la
beams are shifted early in time during the first 500 ps,
then return to their original position. This laser type shift
consistent with ‘‘symmetry capsule’’ core imaging data@30#.
Because the gold wall plasma is beginning to stagn

FIG. 11. Comparison between calculated and experimental p
to-equator signal ratios for a methane-filledHohlraum at a laser
pointing of 1175mm ~Hohlraum length was 2400mm!.
FIG. 12. Laser shift needed to reproduce the methane-filledHohlraumsymmetry data at the 1275mm pointing. The resulting pole-to-
equator signal ratio is also shown. This result was guided by thin-wall and symmetry capsule data.
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against the ball plasma at about 800 ps, the reemit da
suspect after 800 ps.

V. MODAL ANALYSIS—FLUX ASYMMETRY

The best method for determining the symmetry from
reemission ball signal is to use azimuthal linescans ta
along the limb brightened edge of the ball. In the past t
has been difficult because of camera misalignment proble
Because of this problem a large fraction of the linescan w
missing, making it impossible to do an analysis in this w
As a result, pole-to-pole and pole-to-equator signal ra
were used. Our most recent experiments have allowed u
perform an azimuthal linescan analysis. A 50-mm width was
chosen, and the linescans were processed usingPDSSHRINK

with a wedge correction and median filtering. An example
the PDSSHRINKlinescan is shown in Fig. 13. This signal wa
produced in a 80-ps time interval and occurred about 400
into the laser pulse. The final processing step was done u
MATHEMATICA software@33#. A Legendre analysis was don
for every lineout not affected by misalignment or other pro
lems. For the lineout shown in Fig. 13, the first 14 ev
Legendre modes are shown in Fig. 14. This is typical of
other linescans. TheP1, P2, andP4 experimental Legendre
coefficients for a methane filledHohlraum at a 1275-mm
laser pointing is shown in Fig. 15. Error bars are not includ
in the figure.

Two approaches were used to determine the error ass
ated with the Legendre coefficients of the signal. The fi
approach involved the method used to create the azimu
linescans. We chose a 50-mm width because the linescan
were insensitive to a plus or minus 20-mm change about this
width. However, slight changes did occur. In addition, the
were small uncertainties in the linescan center point.
bound the error value forP1, P2, andP4, 2–3 slightly dif-
ferent ~different width or center point! azimuthal linescans
were taken for each frame. The variation in the coefficie
could be used to bound the signal values for the differ
modes. However, larger error values, the ones used h

FIG. 13. An example of an azimuthal linescan from the 12
mm laser pointing methane data. The time interval was 80 ps
this frame was about 400 ps into the laser pulse. The linescan w
was 50mm.
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were based on the second approach.
In the second approach, a modal analysis was done

each frame giving a result similar to that shown in Fig. 1
We observed that by mode 8 the mode amplitude leveled
and all higher modes were smaller or had roughly the sa
amplitude. This is indicative of the noise level in the expe
ment. As a result, we used this result to bound the error
the coefficients. For Fig. 14 the error amplitude is60.1, and
is similar to other frames. Using this method the error in t
P1, P2, and P4 coefficients is 20%, 10%, and 25–100 %
respectively. The large error forP4 is due to the fact that a
early time the coefficient was about the noise level.

There was also a timing error. The absolute timing fo
NOVA laser shot is unknown to about 50–100 ps. If theo
and experiment closely agree, this timing uncertainty can
reduced by aligning in time experimental and theoreti
data. This was done in Figs. 6–8. Because theory and exp
ment disagree, this cannot be done for the results show
Figs. 10, 11, 15, and 16.

Using the signal ratios forP2 ~Fig. 15!, the radiation tem-
perature profile for aHohlraum and laser profile like this
shot~Fig. 1!, and the relationship between radiation tempe
ture and signal ratio~Fig. 4!, the incident radiation flux
asymmetry can be estimated. TheP2 result for this shot is

d
th

FIG. 14. Relative amplitude of the first 12 even Legendre mo
for the azimuthal linescan shown in Fig. 13.

FIG. 15. P1, P2, andP4 Legendre coefficients for the methan
filled Hohlraum at the 1275-mm laser pointing. Error bars are no
shown but are discussed in detail in the text.
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given in Fig. 16. In addition to the timing uncertainty o
50–100 ps and a signal uncertainty of 10%, there are un
tainties in the radiation temporal profile used to calculate
P2 flux asymmetry shown in Fig. 16. Temperature measu
ments like that given in Fig. 1 have a 5–10 eV error b
Further, because the temperature measurement is made
out a capsule, an additional uncertainty must be added.
like a standard CH capsule that has a low albedo, bism
has a very high albedo and will not affect the radiation te
perature nearly as much. Our calculations suggest that
effect is less than 5 eV. Thus, the temperature error du
the bismuth ball should be small. If we assume the erro
the radiation temperature is 10 eV, there is an additional 1
error in theP2 coefficients. The signal and temperature
rors combine to give a 20% uncertainty in the estima
time-dependent radiation flux asymmetry, and this is
picted in Fig. 16.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE PLANS

We have shown that the reemission ball design is an
fective technique for measuring time resolved drive symm
try during the foot~low temperature 100–160 eV! of a laser
pulse for an irradiated vacuum or methane filledHohlraum.

FIG. 16. CalculatedP2 flux asymmetry from the radiation tem
perature profile and theP2 Legendre coefficients given in Fig. 1 an
15, respectively. There is about a 20% uncertainty in the estim
radiation flux asymmetry.
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Both azimuthal linescans and pole-to-equator signal ratio
the ball image have been shown to be effective in estima
flux asymmetries.

Detailed comparisons between calculated and experim
tal signal ratios indicate that we can predict theP2 asymme-
try in vacuumHohlraums. However, methane-filledHohl-
raum data does not agree with our calculations. Plas
theory @31# and simulations@32# suggest thatLASNEX does
not contain the necessary physics to account for the la
beam shift suggested by our methane-filledHohlraum ex-
periments. Assuming that the 90-mm shift in the symmetry
capsule methane results is due to a laser pointing shift
ward the LEH, the reemission data suggests that it occ
during the first 500 ps with a maximum shift angle of 8°. T
laser beam movement suggested by reemission ball ag
with implosion results using ‘‘symmetry capsule’’ an
‘‘standard capsule’’ techniques@26#.

We have shown that azimuthal lineouts of experimen
signals allows the measurement of theP1, P2, andP4 Leg-
endre components of the signal ratios. We have also sh
that knowledge of theHohlraum radiation temperature an
these signal ratios can than be used to estimate theP1, P2,
andP4 Legendre components of the radiation flux asymm
try.

Our future plans include studying the reproducibility
the P4 results, and developing a diagnostic that incorpora
features of the reemission ball and ‘‘symmetry capsule’’ co
cepts.
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